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Directions: 

 Circle the letter of the best answer. 

 

 

 
 

 

 Comprehension = 5 points for each correct answer 

 1. Kino suggests that Juana_____, to which she replies, "no?" because ____ 

 A let him go on alone….. she believes her place is with him 

 B go in his place…..they will be looking for him instead, and she will be safe 

 C stay put….. she is afraid the hunters will get her. 

 D return home…..she is lost and cannot find her way home, and this is a man's job 

   

 2. Kino says as he gazes into the pearl "I will have a_____," but instead he sees_____ 

 A a rifle…..his father's face warning him against guns 

 B a rifle…..a huddled dead body 

 C marriage…..Juan's bruised face from his hitting her 

 D education for my son….. Coyotito hunting with him when he grows up 

   

 3. By what he sees _____he seems to be thinking_____. 

 A  in Juana's eyes…..he has failed to be a man which is the most important thing to him 

 B in his pearl…..he is now a murder, a wife beater, and homeless 

 C when he looks a Coyotito…..he will be a wealthy man's son 

 D in the pearl…..his son will grow up to be like him 

   

 4. Kino stated that "We will be_____," but instead he sees _____ and this is indeed_____ 

 A a family…..Juana in a beautiful gown…..great happiness to him 

 B wealthy…..a healthy happy Coyotito attending their wedding…..joyous 

 C married…..Jauna's beaten face…..a tragedy  

 D fertile together…..no more babies, no new home, and no contentment…..what he expected 

   

 5. By what he sees, he seems to be thinking that _____has been_____. 

 A what luck he …..indeed fortunate to find the "Pearl of the world" 

 B Coyotito ….. a deprived little one, but now will now have everything Kino always wanted 

 C his marriage…..damaged by his violence 

 D his continued insistence on holding on to the pearl…..worth it. 

   

 6. At the close of this novel, _____seem(s) to be thinking_____. 

 A Kino…..it was all worth it, but somehow the Gods didn't want him to leave his station in life 

 B Juana…..her husband has been lost to her forever and their paths will now part 

 C the couple…..their son has suffered because of their actions 

 D the townsfolk…..Kino was foolish to let go of his one chance for happiness in life 

   

 7. What is the significance of Kino & Juana walking side by side at the end of this story? 

 A they are equally responsible for what happened and share in the consequences 

 B Juana no longer looks up to nor seems to respect Kino as she did before  

 C The song of the family is no longer happy, and their family has unnecessarily disintegrated. 

 D all of the above 

   

 8. ____is the final symbolic gesture that the couple does at the end. It is particularly tragic because___ 

 A walking side by side ….. they are now peers 

 B throwing the pearl into the sea ….. doing this now cannot change what has happened 

 C gazing into the sunset ….. they will never find another great pearl no matter how hard they look 

 D throwing away the pearl ….. it's worth a fortune 



   

 9. What are the 3 most important things that Kino had in the beginning that he doesn’t have now 

 A a happy home, a devoted loving wife, a healthy son 

 B a new rifle, a boat, his heritage 

 C a pearl, wealth, admiration and respect 

 D a boat, a brother, a future  

   

 10. ______was\were responsible for all that happened in this story because_______ 

 A Kino ….. he acted on the mistaken belief that money will bring happiness 

 B the pearl ….. money makes men do evil things 

 C the pearl buyers ….. if they did not try to cheat him, none of this would have happened 

 D fate ….. you cannot change your destiny 

   

 11. The greatest tragedy of this story is that___, it could have been avoided if______. 

 A Coyotito was killed ….. Kino realized that he was blinded to the really important things in life by  the lure of money 

 B they didn't sell the pearl and thus lost their house to fire ….. they took the 1,500 pesos and didn't get greedy 

 C Kino didn't get his rifle, or Coyotito didn't learn to read….. he was more careful and not so trusting 

 D Juana no longer loves Kino ….. he respected and did not beat her 

   

 12. Which of the following seems to be what the author would like us to learn from Kino's & Juana's _____story?_____ 

 A sad…..we are all responsible for our own happiness, and we should not expect riches to make us successful & content. 

 B unfortunate….. true wealth in life comes from family, friends, self respect and inner peace. 

 C  ironic…..appreciate what you have and expect nothing more than what you earn. 

 D all of the above 

   

 Vocabulary = 1 point for each correct answer.  

 1._____  miraculous A coax, encourage 

 2._____  exhilarating B in-between 

 3._____  wrench C relevant, of interest to 

 4._____  ulcerous D plants 

 5._____  symbolic E stimulating, thrilling 

 6._____  interwoven F break 

 7._____  goad G furious, frenetic 

 8._____  frantic H uneven, bumpy, pitted 

 9._____  pivot I sore, diseased open wound 

 10._____  rupture J representative, token 

 11._____  wane K secret 

 12._____  covert L pull 

 13._____  sinister M good luck charm 

 14._____  sentinel N irritable, grouchy 

 15._____  rigid O massive, huge 

 16._____  monolithic P evil 

 17._____  furred Q light up 

 18._____  immune R prey, get free 

 19._____  foliage S guard 

 20._____  cleft T fuzzy, hairy 

 21._____  escarpment U crack, crevice 

 22._____  petulant V walked with purpose 

 23._____  feline W stiff 

 24._____  amulet X extraordinary, awesome 

 25._____  strode Y resistant, unaffected by 

 26._____  illumine Z cliff, high ridge, long drop 

 27._____  rutted AA catlike 

 28._____  germane BB decrease 

 29._____  crevice CC turn 

   DD cleft 



Puzzle  
 

1 point per correct answer   
 

"The Pearl chapter 6” 

 

 
 

             Hidden Message (3 points)______________________________________________________ 

 
Find the words in the grid. Words can go horizontally, vertically, and diagonally, in all directions. When you are 
done the unused letters in the grid will spell out a hidden message. For an extra 3 points, pick them from left to 
right, top line to bottom line and put the message on the line above. 

 

S E C R E T W O E A

T H R E E L T T S H

T I R E D I C R A E

N P C A T E E O C S

K T L O M K A I M L

O N Y A C U V T I R

E O I A N E L V H T

C H R F R T E E A N

I T T C E I S S T W

F A M I L Y O R T H
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lucky charm

the bullet's victim

gap

Coyotito's fate because of Kino

sinister

"song of the _____" = happiness

Kino's weapon hung around his neck

foliage

covert

number of trackers

fatigued

Kino's followers

 
 
 

 

 

 


